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INTRODUCTION
It is known that in 1936, a paper by Sobolev appeared in which he
attempted to control several norms on compactly supported functions in
terms of the L p norms of their gradient. For example, he studied inequali-
ties of the form
5 5 5 5 ` nf F c f ; f g C R . .q p 0
n 5 5 5 1r2 5Since in R the expressions =f and D f are equivalent forp p
1 - p - q`, the Sobolev inequalities can be reformulated in the following
way
5 5 5 1r2 5 ` nf F c D f , ; f g C R and 1 - p - n. .n prnyp. p 0
As a matter of fact, the method used by Sobolev can give this result
directly, and more generally, the fact that, for 1 - p - q`, ap - n, and
1rq s 1rp y arn,
5 5 5 ar2 5 ` nf F c D f , ; f g C R 1 .  .q p 0
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where Dar2 is the fractional power of the Laplacian defined by
n bar2 Ã< <yD f s 2p x f x . .  . .
The above amounts to saying that the Riesz potential operator Dya r2 is a
bounded operator from L p to Lq provided that 1 - p - q`, ap - n, and
 .1rq s 1rp y arn. For p s 2 and a s 1 the inequality 1 becomes
ar2 ` n5 5f F c D f , f , ; f g C R , D .  .  .2 n rny2. 0 n
 w x.where D is the Euclidean Laplacian cf. 1 .
On the other hand D is the infinitesimal generator of the heat semi-
group T defined by T f s pU f where p is the standard heat kernel in R nt t t t
1 2y< x < r4 tp x s e , t G 0. .t nr24nt .
As we can see from the above expression for p , T has the followingt t
regularisation property
5 5 yn r2 5 5 1T f F ct f ; f g L . R .` 1t n
1 n.  .  .In the context of L R we can deduce D from R and vice versa.n n
 .  .The main interest of D and R is that they can be written for anyn n
semigroup T with infinitesimal generator D, formally T s eytD.t t
 .  .So the problem is that given a number n does D imply R and vicen n
versa? If such a number exists it is called the dimension of T .t
This problem has been studied in different contexts, for example,
Riemannian manifolds, Lie groups, etc., as well as with abstract semi-
 w x.groups cf. 2, 4 .
In some of the most interesting cases D is a left invariant sublaplacian
on a Lie group. Then there are two distinct nonnegative constants say d
and D such that
5 5 yd r2T ; ct as t ª 01ª`t
and
5 5 yD r2T ; ct as t ª `.1ª`t
d is called the local dimension of the Lie group and D the dimension at
 w x.infinity cf. 2, 3 .
In this article we give a Lorentz version of the equivalence relations
 .  .between R and D . The existence of the two dimensions force us ton n
use Lorentz spaces with two pairs of indices. These spaces are symbolized
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r s  .by L and they are defined later in this article. The pair of indices p, rp q
 .reflects the small time and the pair of indices q, s the large time behavior
w xof the semigroup. Note that the spaces have already been introduced in 5 ,
where they were used to study the Ritz potential operator Dya r2 on Lie
groups. Their introduction there was motivated by the different small time
 .and large time behavior of the heat kernel and consequently of the T ont
Lie groups. For the same reasons, similar considerations have been made
w xin the context of the Besov spaces in 6 .
The main results of this paper give relations between the following
relations
1r2` ` ar25 5f F c Re Af , f , f g D A , a ) 0 .  .2 n rny2.. 2 m rmy2..
D .n , m
or
5 5` ` 5 1r2 5f F c A f2 n rny2.. 22 m rmy2..
R .n , myd r2 15 5 5 5T f F ct f ; f g L ,1t
 ar2 . ar2where D A is the domain of A , A the infinitesimal generator of Tt
and d s n if t F 1 and d s m if t G 1.
I. LORENTZ SPACES
1.1. In this section, we give first the definition of the classical Lorentz
spaces L which are a refinement of the Lebesque spaces L p. Then wep, q
give the definition of the Lorentz spaces Lr s which are a generalization ofp q
the L -spaces, in a suitable way, in order to describe the different smallp q
time and large time behavior of the heat diffusion on Lie groups.
 .Let f be a scalar valued function defined on a measure space G, m .
 .  . We define the distribution function l y of f as l y s m x g G:f f
<  . < 4f x ) y . With each function f we associate the rearrangement function
 .   . 4f * defined by f * t s inf y ) 0: l y - t, t ) 0 .f
DEFINITION 1.1. The Lorentz space L is the collection of all f suchp q
5 5that f is finite, wherep q
1rq¡ `q dtq1r pt f * t , 0 - q - ` . .H /p t~ 05 5f sp q
1r psup t f * t , q s `. .¢
t)0
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 .It is known that the Lorentz spaces L 0 - p F ` coincide with thep p
p 5 5 5 5Lebesque spaces L and f s f . Moreover for any fixed p, thep q p
Lorentz spaces L become larger as the secondary exponent q increases.p q
5 5 5 5  wIn particular, if 0 - p F ` and 0 - q F r F ` then f F c f cf. 2,pr p q
x.8 .
Next we wish to define the Lorentz spaces Lr s .p q
DEFINITION 1.2. The Lorentz space Lr s is the collection of all func-p q
Ã r s5 5tions f , as above, for which f is finite, wherep q
1rr 1rs¡ `r dt s dtr s1 1r p 1r qt f * t q t f * t , .  . .  .H H /  /p t q t0 1
0 - r , s - `
1rrr dtr1 1r p 1r qt f * t q sup t f * t .  . .H /p t0 tG1r s ~5 5f sp q 1rs
`s dts1r p 1r qsup t f * t q t f * t , .  . .H /q t1tF1
r s `, 0 - s F `
1r p 1r qsup t f * t q sup t f * t , .  .
tF1 tF1¢
r s s s `.
It can be proved that the Lqq spaces coincide with the Lorentz spaces Lp p p q
and consequently the L p p coincide with the Lebesque spaces L p, i.e.,p p
5 5 qq 5 5 5 5 qq 5 5f ; f and f ; f . Moreover for any p and q fixed thep p p q p p p
Lorentz spaces Lr s increase as the upper exponents r and s increase.p q
More precisely if 0 - p, q F ` 0 - q F q F `, and 0 - r F r F ` then1 2 1 2
5 5 q2 r2 5 5 q1 r1  w x.f F c f cf. 5 .p q p q
II. HARDY]LITTLEWOOD]SOBOLEV THEORY
In this section we prove a proposition which gives an implication of the
form R « D . This implication relies on an abstract analogue of then, m n, m
classical Hardy]Littlewood]Sobolev theory. Such a theory with Lebesque
w xnorms was developed in 2, 3 .
PROPOSITION 2. Let T be a semigroup which is equicontinuous on L1 andt
` 2 5 5on L and which is bounded and analytic on L . Assume also that T s1ª`t
 yd  t .r2 .  .  .0 t , where d t s n if t F 1 and d t s m if t G 1. Then for
5 5` ` 5 ar2 5  .n, m ) 0, f F c A f ; f g D, ;a g 0, M2 n rny2 a.., 22 m r my2 a.. a
1  .where M s max n, m .2
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5 5 ya r2Proof. Suppose that f s 1. We write A f s A f q A f where2 1 2
1 ar2y1  . ` ar2y1  . T  .A f s H t T f x dt and A f s H t T f x dt. If A f s F x1 0 t 2 0 t 1 1
 . T  . T ar2y1  .q F x where F x s H t T f x dt then we have1, T 1 0 t
l l
Tm x : A f x ) l F m x : F x ) q m x : F x ) . 4 .  .  .1 1 1, T 5  52 2
2.2.1 .
Using the hypothesis we have
1 ar2y15 5 5 5 5 5F x F t T f f dt . ` H 2 ª` 21, T t
T
1 1r2 1r2ar2y1 5 5 5 5 5 5F c t T T f dtH 1ª` `ª` 2t t
T
Tar2yn r4s c T y 1 . .
 ar2yn r a . Choose T such that c T y 1 s lr4, i.e., T s lr4c q1 1
.4r2 ayn.  <  . < 4  < T1 . < 41 . We have m x: A f x ) l F m x: F x ) lr2 and by the1 1
 <  . < 4Bienayme]Tchebychev inequality we have m x: A f x ) l F1
5 T1 5 2 2 .c F rl . Note that T - 1 since l and c are positive numbers.21 1
Now
T1T ar2y1 ar215 5F s t T f x dt F cT . .2 H1 t 1
0 2
 <  . < 4 a 2  .4 a r 2 ay n . 2So m x : A f x ) l F cT rl F c lr4 c q 1 rl F1 1
cl2 n r2 ayn. or
A is a bounded operator from L2 to L . 2.2.2 .1 2 n rny2 a.. , `
5 5 1 ar2y1 5 5 5 5  <  . < 4Moreover A f F H t T f dt F c f . So m x: A f x ) l2 2 21 0 t 1
5 5 2 2  <  . < 4 5 5 2 2  < <F c A f r2 or l m x: A f x ) l F c f . But sup l m x: A f2 21 1 l) 0 1
4 1r2 .  . 5 5 2) l s sup l A f * l F c f . So2l) 0 1
 my2 a.r2 m 5 5sup l A f * l F c f . 2.2.3 .  .  .21
l)0
 .  . 5 5It is known that A f * l F A f and since`2 2
` `
1r2 1r2ar2y1 ar2y15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5A f F t T f dt F c t T T f dt` H ` H 1ª` `ª` 22 t t t
1 1
5 5F c f s l2 0
 .  . 5 5 ny2 a.r2 n .  . 5 5we have A f * l F c f or l A f * l F c f , l F 1, or2 22 2
ny2 a.r2 n 5 5sup l A f * l F c f . 2.2.4 .  .  .22
0-l-1
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T  .  . T  . T ar2y1  .Now we set A f s f x q f x where f x s H t T f x dt.2 T 1 t
 < < 4  < T  . < 4  <  . < 4Then m x: A f ) l F m f x ) lr2 q m x: f x ) lr2 and2 T
5  .5 ` ar2y1 5 5 ` ar2y1ym r4 5 5 ar2ym r4f x F H t T f dt F c H t f dt F cT .` ` 2T T T T
Choose T such that cT ar2ym r4 s lr4. The Bienayme]Tchebychev2 2
inequality yields
5 T0 5 2l f 2T2< < < <m x : A f ) l F m x : f x ) F c . 4  .2 2 52 l
5 T0 5 T0 ar2y1 5 5  ar2 .5 5Since f F H t T f dt F c T y 1 f we have2 2 21 t 0
< < a y2 2 ar2 aym .y2 2 m r2 aym .m x : A f ) l F cT l F cl s cl , l F l 42 0 0
s 0, l G l0
2 m r my2 a.  < < 4or sup l m x: A f ) l F c, l ) 0, i.e.,2
A is a bounded operator from L2 to L . 2.2.5 .2 2 m r my2 a.. , `
 .  .  .  .So by 2.2.2 , 2.2.3 , 2.2.4 , and 2.2.5 we conclude the result.
From the relation between the Lorentz spaces L and Lqs we havep. q pr
the following
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose T is an equicontinuous semigroup on L1 andt
` 5 5  yn r2 .L T s O t . Then for n ) 01ª`t
n
ar25 5 5 5f F C A f ; f g D ;a g 0, .2 n rny2 a.. , ` 2a  /2
III. CONVERSES TO THE
HARDY]LITTLEWOOD]SOBOLEV
THEORY
The aim of this section is to show, somehow, the inverse of Proposition
2. In particular, we prove an implication of the type D « R . Then, m n, m
proof is inspired by an idea of Nash.
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that T is equicontinuous on L p, 1 F p F `,t
n, m ) 2. Moreo¨er there exist c , c , and c such that1 2 3
 . 5 5` `  .1r2i F F c Re Af , f2 n rny2..2 m rmy2.. 1
 . 5 5 5 5` `ii T f F c T f if t F 12 n rny2.., ` 2 n ry2..t 3 t 2 m rmy2..
 . 5 5 5 5` `iii T f F c T f if t G 1.2 m rmy2.., ` 2 n rny2..t 3 t 2 m rmy2..
5 5 yd  t .r2 5 5  .Then 'k such that T f F k t f , i s 0, 1, where d t s n for` 1i t i
 .t F 1 and d t s m for t G 1.
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Proof. It is known that if p , p , q , q , and q are positive, possibly0 1 0 1
 .infinite, numbers and 1rp s 1 y ­ rp q ­rp where 0 - ­ - 1, then, if0 1
p / p ,0 1
L , L s L . .p p p p p q­ , q0 0 1 1
 .By L , L we denote the norm defined on the sum of the Lorentzp p p p ­ q0 0 1 1
spaces L and L asp q p q0 0 1 1
1rq
` dtqyuL , L s t k t , a , . . . Hp q p q0 0 1 1  /t0
 .  w x.where k t, a is the k-functional defined on the same sum cf. 7 .
 .So we have, provided that 1rp s 1 y ­ rp q ­rp ,0 1
5 5 5 51y­ 5 5 ­f F c f f . 1 .p q p q p q0 0 1 1
Since T is equicontinuous on L p, 1 F p F `, by the Marcinkiewiczt
interpolation theorem, we have that T is bounded on the spaces L ,t p q
 .1 F p F `. So 1 gives
1 1 y ­ ­1y­ ­5 5 5 5 5 5T f F c T f T f , where s q . 2 .p q p q p , qt t t0 0 1 1 p p p0 1
5 5  .5 5 2  .Fix f with f s 1. Since drdt T f s y2 Re AT f , T f the hypoth-1 t t t
esis yields
d 2 ` `y15 5 5 5T f s y2C T f2 2 n rny2..t 1 t 2 m rmy2..dt
5 5 2q4rd  t .F y2c T f ; t ) 0,2t
y4rd  t . .5 5 .i.e., drdt T f G c.2t
5 5 yd  t .r4 5 5This differential inequality yields T f F ct or T s2 1ª 2t t
 yd  t .r4. 1 `O t . But it is known that if T is equicontinuous on L and L ,t
n ) 0, then R , as defined in the Introduction, is equivalent ton
5 5 yn 1r py1r q. 5 5 <T f F ct r2 sup T f for F p - q F q`q pt s
s)0
 w x.cf. 2 . This fact implies the result.
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